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A signed network represents how a set of nodes are connected by two logically contradictory types
of links: positive and negative links. In a signed products network, two products can be complemen-
tary (purchased together) or substitutable (purchased instead of each other). Such contradictory
types of links may play dramatically different roles in the spreading process of information, opinion,
behavior etc. In this work, we propose a Self-Avoiding Pruning (SAP) random walk on a signed
network to model e.g. a user’s purchase activity on a signed products network. A SAP walk starts
at a random node. At each step, the walker moves to a positive neighbour that is randomly selected
and its previously visited node together with its negative neighbours are removed. We explored
both analytically and numerically how signed network topological features influence the key perfor-
mance of a SAP walk: the evolution of the pruned network resulted from the node removals, the
length of a SAP walk and the visiting probability of each node. These findings in signed network
models are further verified in two real-world signed networks. Our findings may inspire the design of
recommender systems regarding how recommendations and competitions may influence consumers’
purchases and products’ popularity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of multi-layer networks has been pro-
posed in 2010 [1–5] to capture different types of relation-
ships/links among the same set of nodes. For example,
the rapid development of the Internet, smart phones and
information technology has facilitated the boost of online
platforms, such as Facebook and YouTube, for communi-
cations, creating and sharing information and knowledge.
Users may participate in one or several online networks
besides their physical contacts forming a multi-layer net-
work where the nodes represent the users and the links
in each layer represent a specific type of connections such
as physical contacts and online follower-followee relation-
ships. Such multi-layer networks support the spreading
of e.g. information, behavioural patterns, opinions, fash-
ion within each layer respectively and allow as well these
spreading processes on different layers to interact, intro-
ducing new phenomena that dramatically differ from a
single spreading process on a single network [6–19].
Signed networks is a special type of two-layer networks
where the same set of nodes are connected by two logi-
cally contradictory types of links, so called positive and
negative links. The positive and negative links may rep-
resent friendly and antagonistic interactions respectively
in a signed social network [20] and represent the comple-
mentary (i.e. when a product e.g. a phone is purchased,
the other product e.g. a phone charger is likely to be
bought in addition) and substitutable (two products can
be purchased instead of each other such as the phones
from two competing brands) relationships respectively in
a signed network of products [21–23].
Whereas all types of links in most multi-layer networks
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FIG. 1. Schematic plot of SAP Walk on a signed network.
The signed network is represented on the top as a two-layer
network a Negative layer and a Positive layer where dashed
lines between the two layers emphasise that the nodes are the
same individual across layers and represented at the bottom
as a single network with two types of links: positive (solid
lines) and negative (dotted lines). At t = 0, a walker visits a
random node in the network, which is in red. At step 1 or t =
1, the walker moves to a random positive neighbour (in red)
and the previously visited node and its negative neighbours
(in yellow) are removed. Such steps repeat until the walker
has no node to visit any more. The pruned network in grey
is shrinking over time.
such as physical contact and online friendships are mostly
positive thus facilitate the spread of information, opin-
ion and etc., the positive and negative links in a signed
network usually play dramatically different roles in a gen-
eral spreading process. Hence, we propose, in this work a
Self-Avoiding Pruning (SAP) Walk on a signed network
to model, e.g. a user’s purchase behaviour on a signed
network of products. As shown in Figure 1, a SAP walk
starts at a random node in a signed network at t = 0.
At each step, the walker moves from its current location
node i to a positive neighbour[24] j that is randomly
selected and its previous location, i.e. node i as well as
2node i’s negative neighbours are removed from the signed
network[25]. The walker repeats such steps until there is
no new location to move to. Since each node pair can be
connected by either a positive or negative link, but not
both, the walker could equivalently, at each step, removes
firstly the negative neighbours of its current visiting node
i, then moves to a random positive neighbour j and af-
terwards removes the previously visited node i.
In the context of a signed product network, a SAP walk
may model the purchase trajectory of a user on the net-
work of products: initially, the user purchases a random
product and afterwards buys a random complementary
product of his/her previous purchase; however, the user
will not buy the same product repetitively nor the sub-
stitutable products of what he/she has bought. When
a user buys a product, the complementary products are
recommended to a user in online shopping platforms like
Amazon. The random purchase of a random complemen-
tary product has been assumed or modelled in the past
(see Section III) [26–28].
In the scenario of a signed social network, a SAP walk
may model how an opinion/policy adopted (rejected) by
supportive (antagonistic) partners. Consider the sce-
nario of a signed social network, where the nodes could
be either individuals or companies. A SAP walk could
model the trajectory that a walker spreads/lobbies for
his opinion, technology or business solutions: an individ-
ual/company tends to be easier to be convinced by the
walker if one of his friends or collaborating companies has
been reached by the walker, which motivates a walker to
preach hop by hop through the positive network layer.
However, an individual tends to be difficult to convince
if any of his antagonistic partners has been reached by
the walker, which motivates the walker to avoid of the
negative neighbours of those that have been visited.
In this paper, we aim to understand how features of a
signed network influence: (1) the evolution of the pruned
network topology resulted from the node removals in a
SAP walk (2) the length/hopcount of a SAP walk, i.e.
the number of positive links that a SAP walker traverses
in total and (3) the visiting probability of each node by
a SAP walk. Taking the product network as an example,
we are actually going to explore how the initial signed
product network features influence (1) the subnetwork a
user may further explore after several purchase actions
and (2) the probability that a product is purchased and
(3) how many purchases a user may perform in total in a
SAP walk. The signed product network thus may affect
both the user purchase behaviour and the popularity or
market share of the products. These questions will be
firstly explored on simple signed network models and af-
terwards on two real-world signed networks.
Our observations and analysis point out the signifi-
cant influence of the negative/substitutable links on the
number of purchases of a user, the distribution of the
popularity of a product etc. These findings may inspire
the design of future recommender systems: which com-
plementary product(s) should be recommended in order
to maximize the total number of purchases of a walker?
With which products a product should not compete in
order to maximise the total purchases of the product?
How competition between products may affect market
share of the products and users’ purchases?
The SAP model can be improved or extended, espe-
cially as more rich data becomes available. The comple-
mentary products of a product are not necessarily recom-
mended with the same strength or priority. Section VIII
illustrates one possible generalisation of the SAP model
where a substitutable product of a purchased product is
removed with a given probability.
The paper is organised as follows: we introduce the
basic definitions related to signed network models and
random walks in Sec. II. The influence of the signed
network features on the aforementioned properties are
studied in signed network models in Sec. IV, Sec. V
and VI, respectively. The influence of the correlation be-
tween the positive and negative degrees of a node on these
SAP walk properties is discussion in Sec. VII. Our ob-
servations and understanding obtained in signed network
models are further verified in two real-world signed net-
works in Sec IX. We summarise our findings and discuss
promising future work is in Sec. X.
II. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we introduce basic definitions regarding
to signed network representation and models, different
types of random walks[28] and their relation to the SAP
walk.
A. Signed Network Representation
In a signed network with N nodes, two N × N adja-
cency matrices A+ and A− can be used to represent the
positive and negative connections respectively. Element
A+i,j = 1 (A
−
i,j = 1) if node i and j are connected via
a positive (negative) link. Or else A+i,j = 0 (A
−
i,j = 0).
A signed network can be as well represented by a single
adjacency matrix A = A+ −A−. Hence, each element
Ai,j =


1, if i and j are connected via a positive link
−1, if i and j are connected via a negative link
0, if i and j are not connected
The positive degree d+i =
∑N
j=1 A
+
i,j of a node i counts
the number of positive neighbours of node i, whereas the
negative degree d−i =
∑N
j=1 A
−
i,j indicates the number of
negative links incident to a node i. As shown in Section
IX, both the positive and negative degree of a node in
real-world signed networks tend to follow a power law
distribution. Since each node pair can be connected only
by one type of links, positive of negative, but not both,
A−i,jA
+
i,j = 0. An example of signed network is shown
3in Figure 1, which is plotted both as a two-layer network
(above) and a single network with two types of links (bot-
tom).
B. Signed Network Models
The simplest signed networks can be constructed by
generating the positive layer and negative layer indepen-
dently from the same network model or two different net-
work models respectively, such as the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi ER
and scale-free SF random network model.
Erdo˝s-Re´nyi ER random network is one of the most
studied random network models that allow many prob-
lems to be treated analytically [29, 30]. To generate
an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random network with N nodes and av-
erage degree E[D], we start with N nodes and place
each link between two nodes that are chosen at random
among the N nodes until a total number L = N∗E[D]2
of links have been placed. All the links are bidirec-
tional. In this paper, we choose N = 1000, E[D] = 4
for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random networks. Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random
networks are characterised by a Poisson degree distribu-
tion, Pr[D = k] = (Np)
ke−Np
k! , where D is the degree
of a random node in the network, and the link density
p = E[D]
N−1 .
We use the hidden parameter model [31–34] to generate
scale-free networks which have a power-law degree distri-
bution Pr[D = k] = ck−λ as observed in many real-world
networks [35–37]. The hidden parameter model is con-
sidered because the degree distribution and the average
degree of the generated scale-free networks are both con-
trollable. We start with N isolated nodes and assign each
node i a hidden parameter ηi =
1
iα
, i = 1, 2, ..., N . At
each step, two nodes i and j are chosen randomly with a
probability proportional to ηi and ηj and they are con-
nected as a link if they were not connected previously.
Such steps are repeated until L = E[D]N2 links have been
added. In this case, the generated random network has
a power-law degree distribution Pr[D = k] = ck−(1+
1
α
).
In this paper, we consider N = 1000, average degree
E[D] = 4 and λ = 3, such that the ER and SF networks
have the same average degree and a size of the largest
connect component close to N .
The positive and negative degree of a node are possi-
bly correlated, actually positively correlated as shown in
the real-world signed networks in Section IX. Moreover,
triangles with an odd number of positive links, so called
balanced triangles, have been shown to appear more fre-
quently than the other types of signed triangles [38].
We focus on the simplest signed networks where the
positive and negative connections are generated indepen-
dently from either the same or different network models,
i.e. ER or SF model. In this case, the positive and neg-
ative degree of a node are uncorrelated. We construct
4 types of signed networks: ER-ER, ER-SF, SF-SF and
SF-ER, where N = 1000 and the average degree of both
layers are 4. Moreover, we consider as well ER-ER net-
works where E[D+] = 4 and E[D−] = 0, 4 and 8 to
explore the influence of the density of the negative layer
on SAP walks.
We explored as well the signed networks ER-ER and
SF-SF where the positive and negative degree of a node
are positively correlated with linear correlation coefficient
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, E[D+] = E[D−] = 4 and N = 1000. Such
networks are generated as follows. First, an ER (or SF)
network is generated as the positive network layer. Sec-
ond, set the negative degree of each node the same as its
positive degree. Third, select randomly a fraction 1 − ρ
of the nodes and shuffle randomly their negative degrees.
After the shuffling, the generated degree sequences for
the two layers are correlated with linear correlation co-
efficient ρ [39, 40]. Given the negative degree of each
node, construct the negative network layer according to
the configuration model [41].
III. RELATED WORK
Classic random walk (RW) starts at a random node
in an unsigned network. At each step, the walker moves
from its current location node i to a neighbour that is se-
lected uniformly at random. In this process, the walker
can visit any node repeatedly if the network is connected.
Random walk has been widely applied e.g. to model net-
work routing protocol, users’ visit at websites via hy-
per links and to detect network topology [42–46]. The
Self-Avoiding random walk (SAW) is the same as the
random walk except that at each step the walker moves
to a random neighbour that has not yet been visited.
Hence, each node can be visited maximally once. A SAW
stops when the walker has no further node to visit any
more. The SAW was first introduced by chemist P. J.
Froly to study the behaviour of polymers on lattice graph
[47]. SAW has also been applied to detect protein-protein
interaction[48], to detect network structure which is more
efficient than classic random walk by avoiding previously
visited nodes in each step [49], and to detect unidentified
network traffic[50].
Performance of these two types of random walks have
been analytically studied [51]. The probability that a
node is visited by a classic random walker has been shown
to be proportional to the degree of that node. The path
length of a SAW is the number of links that has been
traversed in total in a SAW. The path length of SAW
has been studied, especially regarding to the average and
the probability distribution [52]. I. Tishby, O. Biham and
E. Katzav have found that the path length of SAW on
an Erdo˝s-Re´nyi random network follows the Gompertz
distribution in the tail [53].
RW and SAW have been used to model users’ purchase
activity on a recommendation network of products where
two products are connected if two products are frequently
co-prochased by the same users [26, 27]. In contrast to
RW and SAW, SAP walk addresses further that products
4can be substitutable to each other and are seldom or not
purchased by the same user.
Jung et al. considered signed random walk, where the
sign of the walker changes depending on the signs of the
links that walker has traversed [54]. This work addresses,
for the first time, that the signed links could influence
the dynamics of the walk thus the walkers’ trajectories.
The SAP walk is more challenging to trace analytically
compared to other random walk models that have been
studied so far. It is equivalent to a self-avoiding walk on
the positive network layer if the negative network layer
is empty, i.e. no negative links exist.
Opinion diffusion (voter model) on a signed network
has been proposed in [55]. Dynamics of influence diffu-
sion and influence maximisation problem on signed net-
works have been explored [55] beyond the influence max-
imisation problem on single unsigned networks [56]. Viral
spreading processes on signed networks have been studied
in [57]. In this paper, we address the self-avoiding ran-
dom walks on Signed networks. This is more challenging
to address analytically because the earlier trajectory of a
walker influences its future moves, in contrast to spread-
ing models where state transitions of each node depends
only on the current states of neighbours and the local
dynamic rule.
IV. EVOLUTION OF THE PRUNED NETWORK
STRUCTURE
The Self-Avoiding Pruning (SAP) Walk on a signed
network is more complex than previous random walk
models. At each step, the walker moves to a random
positive neighbour, and afterwards, not only the previ-
ously visited node but also its negative neighbours are
removed/pruned from the signed network. As shown in
Figure 1, the pruned signed network (in grey) G(t) is
shrinking over time. The pruned signed network at a
step t refers to the remaining signed network after the
removal of nodes at step t. The initial signed network
corresponds to G(0).
The pruned positive network layer G+(t) suggests the
potential subgraph of the original signed network that
the walker could further explore via a SAP walk. In
this section, we will explore how the topology, especially
the average degree, of the pruned positive network layer
is changing over time. We start with the simpler case
when both the initial positive and negative layers are ER
networks, with possibly different average degree.
Firstly, we examine the case when the initial nega-
tive layer is an empty graph, i.e. the average degree
E[D−(t = 0) = 0] initially is zero. The initial positive
network layer possesses the binomial degree distribution,
which approaches the Poisson distribution Pr[D+(0) =
k] = c(0)
k
k! e
−c(0), under the condition that the network
is sparse, i.e. the average degree c(0) = E[D+(0)] of the
initial positive layer at t = 0 is a constant. The SAP walk
on such a signed network is equivalent to a SAW on the
positive network layer G+(0). Initially, the network has
N(t = 0) = N nodes. At any step t, the pruned positive
network layer has N − t nodes.
An insightful observation of a SAW walk on an ER
random graph in [53] is as follows. A SAW walker has
a higher probability to visit a neighbour with a higher
degree. Take the step t = 1 as an example. Starting
from the random node that is visited at step t = 0, the
walker walks to a node with degree k in G+(0) at step
t = 1 with probability kPr[D+(0) = k]/c(0). A special
property of the Poisson distribution is that kPr[D+(0) =
k]/c(0) = Pr[D+(0) = k− 1]. The probability to walk to
a node with degree k in G+(0), thus with degree k − 1
in G+(1) after the removal of the previously visited node
and its links is Pr[D+(0) = k − 1]. The node to visit at
t = 1 is as if chosen randomly from G+(1).
Note that when a randomly selected node together
with its links are removed from an ER network, the re-
maining network is again an ER network with the same
link density, i.e. the probability that two nodes are con-
nected. Hence, the network pruning resulting from a SAP
walk on an ER positive network with an empty negative
layer is statistically equivalent to the node removal pro-
cess upon the initial ER network where at each step, a
node is randomly selected and this node together with its
links are removed from the network. The pruned positive
network G+(t) at any step t is thus an ER network with
N − t nodes and link density E[D+(0)]/(N − 1). The av-
erage degree [58] of the pruned positive network at step
t is
E[D+(t)] =
E[D+(0)]
N − 1
(N − t− 1) (1)
when the original signed network is sparse and the size
N is large.
Furthermore, we consider the case where the negative
network layer G−(0) is not empty but an ER network
with its average degree E[D−(0)] > 0.
Theorem. When the positive and negative layers
of a signed network are large, sparse ER networks
and independently generated with link density p+ =
E[D+(0)]/(N − 1) and p− = E[D−(0)]/(N − 1) respec-
tively, the average degree E[D+(t)] of the pruned positive
network layer at time t of a SAP walk follows
E[D+(t)] ≈ (N − 1 +
1
p−
)p+(1 − p−)t −
p+
p−
(2)
Proof. At any step t of a SAP walk, network is pruned
by the removal of the previously visited node and its
negative neighbours. Since the negative and positive ER
networks are generated independently, the node to visit
at each step is as if chosen randomly from the negative
layerG−(t). From the view of the negative network layer,
a random node and its negative neighbours together with
all their negative links are removed from the negative
layer at each step. The negative network layer G−(t)
remains approximately an ER network with the same
50 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Step t
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
E[
D+
(t)
]
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 0, simulation
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4, simulation
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 8, simulation
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 0, theory
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4, theory
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 8, theory
ER-SF,  E[D-(0)] = 4
SF-SF, E[D-(0)] = 4
SF-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4
FIG. 2. The average degree E[D+(t)] of the positive pruned
network as a function of the step t of a SAP walk on a signed
network with N = 1000 nodes. We simulate 100 independent
realisations of a SAP walk on each of the independently gen-
erated 100 signed networks and plot the average and standard
deviation (error bar) of E[D+(t)] . The average degree of the
initial positive layer is always E[D+(0)] = 4. The SF network
has an power exponent 3.
link density over time. This is an approximation because
the neighbour of a random node tends to have a higher
degree. The link density remains approximately the same
p− = E[D−(0)]/(N − 1) over time, whereas at each step
t on average, N(t − 1) − N(t) = 1 + (N(t − 1) − 1)p−
nodes are removed. The size N(t) refers to the average
size of the pruned network at step t over a large number
realisations of the stochastic SAP walks. Hence, the size
of the pruned negative layer, which is as well the size of
the pruned positive layer follows
N(t) ≈ (N − 1 +
1
p−
)(1 − p−)t −
1
p−
+ 1 (3)
From the prospective of the positive layer, at step t, the
negative neighbours of the previously visited node are as
if chosen randomly from positive layer G+(t − 1). The
positive layer remains as an ER network with the same
link density p+ = E[D+(0)]/(N − 1). The average de-
gree of the pruned positive network layer at time t is
E[D+(t)] = (N(t)− 1)p+, which leads to 2.
When the original signed network is sparse and the size
N is large,
E[D+(t)] ≃ (N +
1
p−
)p+(1 − p−)t −
p+
p−
(4)
As shown in Figure 2, the average degree E[D+(t)]
of the positive pruned network as a function of the SAP
walk step can be well approximated by our theoretical re-
sult Equation (2), when the initial network is an ER-ER
signed network. The average positive degree E[D+(t)] of
the pruned network at each step t is proportional to the
size of the pruned network as shown in Equation (2). A
dense negative layer with a large E[D−(0)], could more
effectively prune the network, leading to a fast decrease
of the average degree of the pruned positive layer.
ER(positive)-SF(negative) signed networks are pruned
less than ER-ER networks when both layers have the
same average degree 4 (see Figure 2). This can be ex-
plained as follows. If a visited node has a large nega-
tive degree, its removal will lead to the removal of many
nodes, its negative neighbours. If a negative neighbour of
a visited node has a large negative degree, however, the
removal of such a negative neighbour together with its
negative links will not remove extra nodes but makes the
negative layer sparser, protecting the network from the
pruning. In ER-SF networks, nodes with a high negative
degree in the SF negative layer are likely to be removed as
the negative neighbour of a visited node, which reduces
the pruning. Figure 2 shows that the pruned positive net-
work, e.g. E[D+(t)], shrinks faster if the initial network
is a SF-SF signed network than ER-SF signed network.
This is mainly due to the fact that, a node with a large
positive degree is likely to be visited in early steps and
removed, significantly reducing the average degree of the
positive pruned layer. However, the negative neighbours
of a visited node are as if chosen randomly in the posi-
tive layer and tend to have a lower positive degree in a
SF-SF network than in ER-SF network, slightly reducing
the pruning effect.
Hence, a SF or in general a heterogeneous positive layer
and a dense negative layer tend to facilitate the pruning
of the network whereas a SF (heterogeneous) negative
layer reduces the pruning effect.
V. LENGTH OF A SAP WALK
The length or hopcount H of a SAP walk counts the
total number of positive links, or the total number of
move steps, a SAP walker traverses until it has no other
node to move to. In the context of a signed produce
network, H + 1 suggests the total number of purchases
of a consumer. Signed networks leading to a large H +1
promotes the purchases of more products. We would like
to understand how the original signed network topology
influences the length of a SAP walk.
The probability distribution of the length H of a SAP
walk is shown in Figure 3, for various types of signed
networks. Intuitively, a SAP walk stops when the walker
has no other node to move to, which is likely to happen
if the current pruned positive network layer is less con-
nected in the sense that no giant connected component
exists but only small connected clusters exist. Hence, a
dense initial negative network layer G−(0) leads to the
removal of many nodes in each step and effectively re-
duces the connectivity of the positive layer, resulting in
a small length H . This explains our observation in ER-
60 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Length h
0
0.01
0.02
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0.04
0.05
0.06
Pr
[H
 = 
h]
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 0, simulation, E[H] = 46.29
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4, simulation, E[H] = 32.7
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 8, simulation, E[H] = 26.71
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 0, theory, E[H] = 47.42
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4, theory, E[H] = 33.96
ER-ER, E[D-(0)] = 8, theory, E[H] = 28.16
ER-SF,  E[D-(0)] = 4, E[H] = 33.13
SF-SF, E[D-(0)] = 4, E[H] = 20.63
SF-ER, E[D-(0)] = 4, E[H] = 20.34
FIG. 3. Probability distribution of the length of a SAP walk
on a signed network.
ER signed network (Figure 3) that a dense G−(0) leads
to a small length H on average.
The distribution of the length H of a SAP walk on
an ER-ER network can be analytically derived. A SAP
walk has a length H = h requires that the node that
the walker visits at step h has degree 0 in the pruned
positive layer G+(h) and each node visited in a previous
step t where 0 ≤ t < h, has a positive degree in the
corresponding pruned positive network layer larger than
0. As discussed in Section V, the pruned positive layer
remains an ER network with the same link density p+
but with a shrinking size N(t). Hence,
Pr[H = h] = (1−p+)N(h)−1
h−1∏
t=0
[1−(1−p+)N(t)−1]. (5)
Figure 3 shows that our theory of the distribution of
the length Equation 5 well approximates the simulation
results.
Which type of signed networks tend to lead to a long
length of a SAP walk? If we look at the average path
length, the ordering of signed networks from the high-
est to the lowest follows: ER − ER(E[D−(0) = 0]),
ER−SF , ER−ER(E[D−(0) = 4]),ER−ER(E[D−(0) =
8]),SF − SF ,SF − ER(E[D−(0) = 4]). This ordering
is consistent with our previous explanation: a hetero-
geneous positive layer such as SF network and a dense
negative layer facilitate the pruning of the network lead-
ing to a short length of a SAP walk whereas a heteroge-
neous e.g. SF negative layer reduces the pruning effect
attributing to a long length of a SAP walk.
The length of a SAP walk actually depends on not only
the link density but as well the connectivity of the pruned
positive layer. The negative neighbours of a visited node
are as if chosen randomly in the positive layer since the
two layers are independent in connections. Removal of
such random nodes in the positive layer reduces less the
connectivity of the positive layer if the original positive
layer is a SF network since SF networks are robust against
random node removals compared to ER networks. How-
ever, hubs in the positive layer are more likely to be vis-
ited and removed reducing more significantly the density
of the SF positive layer.
VI. NODAL VISITING PROBABILITY
The probability that a node is visited by a SAP walk
implies a certain kind of importance of the node, e.g.
the probability that a product is purchased when the
signed network represents the network of products. Intu-
itively, a node with a higher positive degree in the initial
signed network has a higher chance to be visited by a
SAP walk. Hence, we examine the visiting probability of
a node given its initial positive degree, which is shown in
Figure 4.
Firstly, we analytically derive the nodal visiting prob-
ability in ER-ER networks. Specifically, we compute
the probability vk that a random node j with degree
d+j (0) = k in the initial positive layer is visited by a
SAP walk starting at a random node. We denote Xt as
the node that is visited by a SAP walk at step t. Since
the node j can be visited at any step 0 ≤ t ≤ h by a SAP
walk of length h, we have
vk =
N(0)−1∑
h=0
h∑
t=0
Pr[Xt = j|H = h]Pr[H = h]
=
N(0)−1∑
t=0
Pr[Xt = j|H ≥ t]Pr[H ≥ t],
(6)
assuming that the probability node j is visited at any
step t is independent of the length H of the walk as long
as H ≥ t. The node j is visited at step t by a SAP walk
that has a lengthH ≥ t requires that node j is not visited
nor removed in the previous steps and j is connected with
the node Xt−1 visited at step t− 1. Hence,
Pr[Xt = j|H ≥ t] =
t−1∏
t′=0
(1− Pr[Xt′ = j])·
∆+j (t− 1)
N(t− 1)− 1
·
1
p+(N(t− 1)− 1)
,
(7)
where Pr[X0 = j] = 1/N(0), ∆
+
j (t − 1) is the degree of
node j at step t− 1 in the pruned positive network layer
given that j is not visited in the first t − 1 steps. The
node Xt to be visited at step t as well as its negative
neighbours are as if randomly chosen from the pruned
positive layer G+t−1. The pruned network remains prox-
imately (precisely if the negative layer is empty) an ER
network with the same link density p+ when the node
visited and its negative neighbours are removed at each
step. The ratio
∆+
j
(t−1)
N(t−1)−1 is the probability that node j
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FIG. 4. The probability vk that a node is visited by a SAP
walk v.s. its degree D+(0) = k in the initial positive network
is plotted for all possible degree values k in (a) and for small
k in (b). Since many nodes may have the same initial positive
degree D+(0) = k, we plot their average visiting probability
and the standard deviation.
is connected with the node Xt−1 visited in the previous
step and 1
p+(N(t−1)−1) is the probability that the walker
choose node j out of the p+(N(t−1)−1) positive neighors
of Xt−1 to move to. We approximate the degree ∆
+
j (t
′)
by its average using the same symbol, which follows the
following recursion for t′ < t thus before the node is vis-
ited
∆+j (t
′) =
∆+j (t
′ − 1)
N(t′ − 1)− 1
(∆+j (t
′ − 1)− p−(∆+j (t
′ − 1)− 1)− 1)
+ (1−
∆+j (t
′ − 1)
N(t′ − 1)− 1
)(∆+j (t
′ − 1)− p−∆+j (t
′ − 1))
=∆+j (t
′ − 1)(1− p−)
N(t′ − 1)− 2
N(t′ − 1)− 1
(8)
where ∆+j (0) = D
+
j (0) = k. The first (second) term
corresponds to the case that node j is (not) connected
with the node visited at step t′−1. In the first case where
j is connected with Xt′−1, the degree ∆
+
j (t
′) at step t′
could be reduced from ∆+j (t
′ − 1) due to the removal
of Xt′−1 and its negative neighbours which happen to
be a positive neighbour of node j. In the second case,
the degree ∆+j (t
′) decreases from ∆+j (t
′ − 1) due to the
removal of Xt′−1’s negative neighbours which happen to
be a positive neighbour of node j. Combining Equation
(2) and (5)-(8), we could derive the probability vk that
a random node j with degree d+j (0) = k in the initial
positive layer is visited by a SAP walk on an ER-ER
signed network.
As shown in Figure 4, our numerical solution of nodal
visiting probability well approximates the simulation re-
sults especially when the initial negative ER network is
sparse e.g. E[D−(0)] = 0. When the initial negative ER
network is denser, the actual visiting probability is lower
than predication of the numerical solution. This is be-
cause our theoretical analysis assumes that the negative
layer remains an ER network with the same link density
after the removal of each visited node and its negative
neighbours, as if all these nodes removed are chosen ran-
domly. In fact, high negative degree nodes are more likely
to be removed as a negative neighbour of a visited node.
The actual ∆+j (t
′), thus also the visiting probability, is
smaller than their corresponding analytical estimations.
Interestingly, the order of the various types of signed
networks in the heterogeneity of nodal visiting probabil-
ities, i.e. the slope, from the highest to the lowest, the
order of these networks in the average SAP walk length
and the order of the signed networks in the average de-
gree of the pruned positive layer at a given step are the
same. A SAP walk that prunes the network slowly tends
to have a long length and lead to a high heterogeneity in
nodal visiting probabilities. A SAP walker tends to visit
high degree nodes in the pruned positive layer at each
step. A longer length of a SAP walk, thus, attributes to
a higher visit probability of a node with a large initial
positive degree, leading to more heterogeneity of nodal
visiting probabilities.
8VII. INFLUENCE OF DEGREE-DEGREE
CORRELATION
The positive and negative degree of a node can be cor-
related. The real-world networks considered in Section
IX have a positive correlation between the degrees of a
node in the two layers. In this section, we explore how
the degree-degree correlation between the positive and
negative layers may influence the aforementioned perfor-
mance of a SAP walk.
We consider ER-ER and SF-SF signed networks with
E[D+] = E[D−] = 4 and N = 1000, where the degree-
degree correlation ρ varies within [0, 1]. We illustrate the
three properties of a SAP walk using the two extreme
case ρ = 0 and ρ = 1, whereas results from other ρ
values within [0, 1] lead to the same observations. We
simulate 100 independent realisations of a SAP walk on
each of the independently generated 100 signed networks
to derive the three properties of SAP walks.
In both ER-ER and SF-SF signed networks, we find
that a positive degree-degree correlation evidently facil-
itates the pruning of the network, reduces the average
path length and leads to a more homogeneous visiting
probabilities among the nodes (see Figure 5, 6, and
7 ). Such effects are more evident in SF-SF networks
than in ER-ER networks and can be explained as fol-
lows. When the degree-degree correlation is positive, a
high degree node in the positive layer tends to have a
high degree in the negative layer. The high positive de-
gree of such a node tends to let the walker visit the node
in earlier steps. After being visited, the node together
with its many negative neighbours, are removed, prun-
ing the network significantly. The high negative degree
of such a node tends to let the node be removed as a
negative neighbor of a node that has been visited. The
removal of such a node together with its many positive
links significantly prunes the positive layer and reduces
the connectivity.
VIII. GENERALISATION OF THE SAP WALK
MODEL
The SAP walk model can be generalised from multiple
perspectives to better approximate real-world purchase
behavior of users. As more rich data recording user online
activities becomes available, we may discover the possibly
heterogenous preference of a user over the recommended
products. The positive neighbours of a node that has
just been visited may have different probabilities to be
selected by the walker to move to.
It is possible, though small in chance, that a user buys
two substitutable products. The negative neighbours of
a node that have just been visited are not necessarily
removed in reality, but could be removed with a given
probability or with different probabilities. We illustrate
one extension of the SAP walk: once a node is visited,
each of its negative neighbours is removed independently
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FIG. 5. The average degree E[D+(t)] of the positive pruned
network as a function of the step t of a SAP walk on a signed
network when the positive and negative degrees of a node are
uncorrelated ρ = 0 and correlated ρ = 1 respectively.
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FIG. 6. Probability distribution of the length of a SAP walk
on a signed network when the positive and negative degrees
of a node are uncorrelated ρ = 0 and correlated ρ = 1 respec-
tively.
with a pruning probability r. We first consider the ER-
ER and SF-SF networks where the positive and negative
layers are generated independently. The extended SAP
walk with a pruning probability r on an ER-ER signed
network with an average degree E[D+] and E[D−] for
the two layers respectively is equivalent to the SAP walk
with pruning probability 1 on an ER-ER signed network
with an average degree E[D+] and E[D−]∗r respectively.
Adding a pruning probability r to a SAP walk model is
equivalent to scaling the link density p− = [D
−]
N−1 of the
negative layer to p− ∗ r.
However, such equivalence does not hold when the pos-
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FIG. 7. The probability vk that a node is visited by a SAP
walk v.s. its degree D+(0) = k in the initial positive net-
work, when the positive and negative degrees of a node are
uncorrelated ρ = 0 and correlated ρ = 1 respectively.
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FIG. 8. Phase diagram of the average path length E[H ]
of generalised SAP walks. Dependence of the average path
length on the pruning probability r and the degree-degree
correlation ρ. The color bar in the right represents the aver-
age path length. The underlying signed network is an ER-ER
network with E[D+(0)] = E[D−(0)] = 4. For each set of pa-
rameters, the average path length is obtained as the average
of 1000 SAP walks on each of the 100 signed networks.
itive and negative degrees of a node are correlated. We
take the average path length of a generalised SAP walk as
an example and explore the effect of the pruning proba-
bility p and the degree-degree correlation ρ on the average
path length of a generalised SAP walk. As shown in Fig-
ure 8 and 9, the effect of the pruning probability on the
average hopcount is more evident as the degree-degree
correlation increases. When the degree-degree correla-
tion is high, nodes with a high degree in both layers tend
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FIG. 9. Phase diagram of the average path length E[H ]
of generalised SAP walks. Dependence of the average path
length on the pruning probability r and the degree-degree
correlation ρ. The color bar in the right represents the aver-
age path length. The underlying signed network is an SF-SF
network with E[D+(0)] = E[D−(0)] = 4. For each set of pa-
rameters, the average path length is obtained as the average
of 1000 SAP walks on each of the 100 signed networks.
to be removed in early steps of a walk. In this case, a
smaller pruning probability could effectively reduce the
pruning.
IX. SAP WALKS ON REAL-WORLD SIGNED
NETWORKS
Finally, we choose two real-world signed networks and
explore their network features and how these features
may influence the SAP walks on these networks. We con-
sider the Wikipedia adminship election network and an
Extracted Epinions social network [59]. In Wiki network,
two nodes connected by a positive (negative) link sug-
gest that the two users support (reject) each other to be
an administrator. A positive (negative) link in Epinions
network means that the corresponding two users trust
(distrust) each others reviews.
The Epinions network is far larger than Wiki. We
have sampled the Epinions network by firstly removing
all nodes with zero positive degree or zero negative degree
and then randomly selecting the same number of nodes
as in Wiki from the largest connected positive layer of
Epinions together with the positive and negative links
among these nodes. Basic topological features of these
two networks of the same size are showed in Table. 1.
The degree correlation ρD measures the linear correla-
tion coefficient between the positive degree and negative
degree of a node. The positive and negative layers tend
to be positively correlated in their degrees, i.e. ρD > 0,
instead of independent as assumed in our signed network
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FIG. 10. Degree distribution of real-world signed networks.
models.
The degree distributions of the positive and negative
layer in both Wiki and Epinions are shown in Figure 10
are highly heterogeneous, closer to a scale-free distribu-
tion than a Poisson distribution.
Upon each real-world signed network, we simulate in-
dependently 105 SAP walks and investigate their key
properties discussed earlier. The negative network layer
has been missing in modelling the purchase behavior of a
user. Hence, we consider as well the SAP walk on these
two real-world networks, where, however, the negative
network layer is replaced as an empty network without
any link.
Figure 11 shows that the positive layer is pruned or
shrinks faster in Wiki than in Epinions network. Wiki
has a shorter length of SAP walk on average than Epin-
ions, as shown in Figure 12. One explanation for both
observations is that Wiki has a slightly denser initial neg-
ative layer (larger E[D−(0)]) than Epinions as shown in
Table 1, which removes on average more nodes per step.
Moreover, the high degree correlation ρD in Wiki con-
tributes as well to a fast pruning in the positive layer
and a short length of SAP walks.
When the negative layer is empty, i.e. E[D−(0) = 0],
the positive layer is pruned far slower, the average path
length E[H ] is far larger. A SAP walk on a signed net-
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FIG. 11. The average degree E[D+(t)] of the positive pruned
network as a function of the step t of a SAP walk on a real-
world signed network.
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FIG. 12. Probability distribution of the length of a SAP walk
on a signed real-world network.
work with an empty negative layer is equivalent to a self-
avoidance walk on the positive network layer. In this
case, the Epinion positive layer leads to a longer aver-
age path length than the Wiki positive layer. This is
likely due to the higher standard deviation of the degree
in the Wiki positive layer 49.55 than that in the Epinion
45.58 positive layer. A higher degree standard deviation
implies an earlier visit of the hubs, whose removal may
significantly prune the network and reduce the connec-
tivity.
The visiting probability of a node versus its initial pos-
itive degree tends to have a larger slope in Epinions than
that in Wiki. This is consistent with our observations
in signed network models that the visiting probability vk
increases faster with k in a signed network that leads to
11
Network Nodes Links fraction of ”+”Links fraction of ”-”Links E[D+] E[D−] ρD
Wiki 6186 97874 78402 (80.11%) 19472 (19.89%) 25.35 6.30 0.62
Epinions 6186 92091 73062 (79.33%) 19029 (20.67%) 23.62 6.15 0.35
TABLE I. Topological Parameters of Real Networks
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FIG. 13. The probability vk that a node is visited by a SAP
walk v.s. its degree D+(0) = k in the initial positive network.
a higher average degree E[D+(t)] of the pruned positive
layer and a longer length E[H ] of SAP walks.
The negative network layer dramatically prunes a
signed network and reduces length of a SAP walk. More-
over, a heterogeneous degree distribution in the positive
layer and a positive degree-degree correlation between
positive and negative layers may further enhance the
pruning effect, shorten the SAP walk length and facil-
itate homogeneous visiting probabilities of nodes. These
effects have been observed consistently in both network
models and real-world networks.
X. CONCLUSION
Classic spreading models assume that all network links
are beneficial for information diffusion. However, the
positive and negative links in a signed network may facil-
itate and prevent the contagion of information, opinion
and behavior etc. respectively. As a start, we propose a
Self-Avoiding Pruning (SAP) Random Walk on a signed
network to model, for example, a user’s purchase activity
on a signed network of products and information/opinion
diffusion on a signed social network. We unravel the sig-
nificant effect of the negative links and the signed network
structure in general on SAP walks. We found that a more
heterogeneous degree distribution of the positive network
layer such as the power-law distribution, a denser nega-
tive layer and a high degree-degree correlation between
the two layers tend to prune the network faster, sup-
press the length of SAP walks and reduce the hetero-
geneity in nodal visiting probabilities. When the two
layers are independent, however, a more heterogeneous
degree distribution of the negative network layer tends to
slow down the pruning and contribute to a longer length
of SAP walks and more heterogeneity in nodal visiting
probabilities. These observations has been obtained from
both signed network models and real-world signed net-
work and analytically proved in signed ER-ER networks.
Real-world networks tend to have a heterogeneous degree
distribution in the positive layer and a positive degree-
degree correlation, which reduce total purchases of users
but increase the homogeneity of the popularity of prod-
ucts. Our findings point out the possibility to influence
users’ purchases and product popularity via recommen-
dations and competitions.
Beyond the basic features of signed networks consid-
ered in this work, it is interesting to explore further, how
other key features such as the fraction of balanced tri-
angles, which appear more frequently than unbalanced
ones in real-world networks, affect SAP walks and other
dynamic processes in general. We could as well to im-
prove the SAP walk towards a more realistic model of
e.g. user’s purchase activity, by taking into account, for
example, the choice of the initial node to visit, the pos-
sibility that a walker/user may stop the walk earlier and
the heterogeneity of the links preference over recommen-
dations. Optimisation problems that are interesting to
be further explored include how to add nodes to an ex-
isting signed network and how to add positive links via
e.g. recommendations to maximise visiting probabilities
of a group of nodes.
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